Chorus Investigator
Immediate Insights
A dashboard for Investigators to instantly see the who, what, where, and when
of a case at the push of a button.
Chorus Investigator is designed to help Investigators review the information available
to them at a high level to help answer key questions and develop lines of enquiry, fast.
We understand that time is critical in the early stages of an investigation, so Chorus
Investigator is the latest edition to our industry leading data cleansing and analytics
portfolio to help law enforcement in their fight against crime.

Where do
they go?

Who is
involved?

What
happened?

The dashboard is built around our integrated
mapping functionality and the most popular reports
as identified by UK police Investigators.

When did
this take
place?

Who, What,
Where, and When
Filters

Reports

Mapping

Filters enable you to
quickly select the data
you want to see before
visualising. Filter by:
> Date and time
> Individuals
> Phone numbers
> Locations

Once the parameters
have been set, a number
of easy to read reports
will display on the
dashboard indentifying:
> Top locations
> Most popular contacts
> Call frequency
> Activity of individuals

Instantly see what
happended around
the time of an offence
using the integrated
mapping.
> Area filter
> Colour coding
> Editable labels
> Snapshot exports

Immediate Answers

Investigator map
exports can be used
evidentially.

What happened around this date?
Who are they communicating with? Where do they go?
With Chorus Investigator, maps and automated reports
display answers at the push of a button. Pre-define reports
and filter results to visualise exactly what you need.

Data Loading and Cleansing
Chorus Investigator allows you to drag and drop your
data into Chorus and take advantage of the cleansing
capabilities used in the main Chorus software.
You can be assured your data is reliable and accurate
before exploring lines of enquiry and instructing Analysts
and Researchers to dig deeper.

Presented as a simple dashboard, Chorus Investigator takes the familiar Case
Management screen that enables data loading via drag and drop and adds
functionality in the form of immediate export options, such as communication and
handset download profiles. Exporting all data to excel is possible, as well as automatic
labelling and colouring of targets.
The Data Dashboard presents a case overview and brings together a number of
reports and mapping capabilities to display key information at a high level. Filters and
customisation options enable the Investigator to visualise the data exactly how they like it.
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